
                                               Procurement 

 

(Strategic) Sourcing                                                                                                        Purchasing                                                                                                                                                         

Finding & evaluating suppliers                                                                                     Buying 

Product quality (QC)                                                                                                       Negotiating 

Checking out track record                                                                                             Customization? 

Test & carrying out trials                                                                                               Delivery & installation 

 

 

                                                                               Contract 

                                                                   Draw up  =  draft = write 

                                                                                    Sign 

                                              _____________________________________ 

Offshoring (Global Sourcing) Vs  Onshore (in your country)                      

Outsourcing = subcontracting 

 

Decide the correct definition: 

“Estimate vs quote/ quotation” 

1) A price given in advance, which you may change 

2) A price given in advance, which you do not change 

 

Discuss pros & cons of offshoring 

Labour costs 

Transportation costs 

Production costs 

Partnership synergy 

Communication difficulties 

Other?  

Explain in your words – 

add more detail 

 

 

 

 

Put the tendering process in the correct order: 

To award the contract 

To consider the proposals 

To send out an invitation to tender - a call for offers 

To bid for a contract – to tender a bid 

To submit a bid 

To draw up a proposal 

What is most important in choosing a supplier? 

Corporate social responsibility 

Financial stability 

Good manufacturing practices 

Accurate invoicing 

Respects the lead times 

Trust & Long-term commitment 

Healthy balance sheet 

Other?  



Connect boxes with words below to make verb-noun collocations: 

 

      Contract                                 Proposal                        Tender                                      Quotation    

 

                               _____________________________________________ 

 

Discuss: 

- The risks associated with outsourcing. How do you mitigate those risks?  

- How do you deal with problems that arise? 

- How do you define ‘Quality’ – and how do you control it?  

- How do you maintain good relationships with suppliers? 

- What process do you have for terminating or continuing a contract?  

- How does procurement, in your company, relate to other functions 

 e.g. marketing, production?  

 

 

 

Give  s.one 

Provide s.one with 

Ask for 

Prepare 

 

Submit 

Put forward 

Reject 

consider 

Bid for 

Put s.th put to 

Submit 

Invite 

Award 

Win  

Negotiate 

Draw up 

                    Read the text. Insert the correct verb from the box  

 

 

Every company ________________ exposure to risk which can impact operations. That’s 

business. As the saying goes: ‘You can’t _______ an omelette without breaking eggs”.  

However, we can ___  due diligence to anticipate risks. That way we can mitigate risk as 

far as possible.   

Implementing a risk management strategy to insure against risks is of paramount 

importance.  This ___________ being prepared with contingency plans (Plan B) in case 

events go pear-shaped, or a worst-case scenario arises. Should such a critical incident 

__________, a damage limitation exercise is implemented.  

 

                              

     occur            involves              experience                make                 do    



A: You are a purchasing manager. You represent a company that needs to order a large quantity of 

paint.  Continuous replenishment of your production line needs to be organized on a just-in-time stock 

management process. Due to problems with your current supplier you have recently made contact 

with a new supplier.  Discuss the issue and try to reach a win-win outcome.  

 

                               

 

B: You are a sales manager. You represent a company that produces paint. Most of your business is 

B2B. A company has recently contacted you. You understand that they would like to enter into 

business with you with regards to supplying their company with large quantities of paint on a 

continuous basis. Discuss the issue and try to reach a win-win outcome.  

         

A:  Material Requirements                                             B: Financial requirements 

15K litres Enamel paints per month                             Enamel paints - $1,000 per 1K litres 

60K litres Acrylic lacquer paints per month                Acrylic Lacquer paints - $1,800 per 1K litres 

8K litres Urethane paints per month                            Urethane paints - $1, 300 per 1K litres 

Negotiate cost according to negotiable topics.         Negotiable. Can come down by 20% 

 


